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To enhance the performance of web services, web servers often compress data to be delivered. Unfortunately,

the data compression technique has also introduced a side effect called compression side-channel attacks

(CSCA). CSCA allows eavesdroppers to unveil secret strings included in the encrypted traffic by observing

the length of data. A promising defense technique called Debreach was recently proposed to mitigate CSCA

by excluding all secret data in a web page during the compression process. Although Debreach has proven to

be safe against CSCA and outperforms other approaches, the exclusion of all secret data from compression

eventually resulted in a decreased compression efficiency. In this paper, we present a highly efficient CSCA

mitigation system called “Mutexion” (Mutually exclusive compression) which allows us to fully take ad-

vantage of compression over an entire web page, including secret data. The key idea behind Mutexion is

to fully take advantage of all the matching subsequences within a web page except only for those between

secret data and user-controlled data (potentially controlled by an attacker) during the compression process.

This approach of Mutexion effectively prevents side-channel leaks of secret data under CSCA misusing user-

controlled data in a web page while minimizing the degradation in compression efficiency. It is required for

our compressor to trace both secret data and user-controlled data in its compression process of web pages. To

meet this requirement, we provide techniques to enable automated annotation of secret and user-controlled

data in web pages. We implemented Mutexion as a fully working system to test live web pages and evaluated

its performance with respect to security and compression efficiency. Our evaluation results demonstrated

that Mutexion effectively prevents CSCA and also achieves almost the same compression ratio as the original

zlib, which is vulnerable to CSCA, with a slight increase (0.032 milliseconds (7.9%) on average) in execution

time.
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1 INTRODUCTION

HTTP-based web services are popularly used for managing and delivering a wide variety of data. In
many services, delivered web pages might include sensitive user data such as email messages [24],
chat messages [15], and personal address books [7]. To meet privacy protection requirements for
these kinds of web services, web servers typically employ encryption (e.g., TLS [20]) on web pages.
Besides the privacy issue, the communication overhead for delivering web pages is also critical in
web services. Therefore, compression is widely used in web services because it can effectively
reduce web pages’ size, where redundant string patterns like HTML tags appear repeatedly. It is
known that the size of web pages can be reduced via compression by up to 70–80% [17]. Due to such
effectiveness of compression in web pages, most popular websites use compression to reduce the
size of transmitted data and latency; for example, DEFLATE [4] algorithm, which is a dictionary-
based compression, is the most popular compression scheme – about 81% of all the websites use
it [27]. In general, web pages generated by a web application are compressed in HTTP, encrypted
in SSL/TLS, and then transmitted over networks.

Due to the fundamental principle of dictionary-based compression used by DEFLATE, the size
of compressed data exposes the amount of redundancy within the original data. Unfortunately,
this characteristic makes websites employing DEFLATE vulnerable to a network traffic-based side-
channel attack called compression side-channel attack (CSCA) [5, 21, 26]. In CSCA, the at-
tacker misleads a web server into compressing, encrypting, and transmitting a web page where a
target secret and the attacker’s guess string against it are contained together. The characteristic
of dictionary-based compression causes the size of the transmitted data after being compressed
and encrypted to reveal the amount of redundancy between the attacker’s guess string and target
secret within a web page. This side-channel leakage eventually allows the attacker to identify the
secret data in the web page even when the transmitted data is encrypted.

Several approaches [3, 9, 18, 19, 29] have been proposed to mitigate CSCA. However, the existing
approaches are still insufficient for practical deployment to protect arbitrary types of sensitive data
in real-world web service environments. Some of them only protect limited portions of web pages
(e.g., HTTP headers [18] and security tokens or cookies [3, 19]) while leaving all the remaining
parts of the web page, which may also contain arbitrary types of sensitive data. The approaches in
[9, 29] rely on manual human efforts such as preprocessing web pages and predefining a dictionary
to be referenced during the compression process for their security against CSCA. However, this
requirement of human efforts not only increases the chance of security violations but also makes
these approaches unsuitable for practical deployment.

Most recently, Paulsen et al. [17] proposed an approach called Debreach to mitigate CSCA
against HTTPS communication. To prevent compression side-channel leaks of secret data, De-
breach excludes all the secret data within a web page from being compressed so that any se-
cret string cannot be matched by other strings during the compression process. In this way,
Debreach prevents the size of the compressed data from leaking the amount of redundancy be-
tween an attacker’s guess string and its target secret string contained together in a web page. To
process this method in an automated manner, Debreach leveraged static taint analysis and code
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instrumentation techniques to enable annotation of secret strings so that the compressor of De-
breach could recognize which parts of the web page are secret data.

However, Debreach sacrifices compression efficiency at the expense of the resistance to CSCA
– its approach of never compressing any secret data inside web pages eventually increases the
network cost such as latency and bandwidth consumption. More seriously, depending on the types
of web service scenarios, sensitive data sometimes occupies a large portion of web pages (e.g.,
webmail services and web-based database management systems). For these kinds of web pages,
the degradation in compression efficiency becomes more severe because the significant portions
of the web pages occupied by secret data are not compressed at all in Debreach. By reconstructing
the experiments from Debreach, we observed that the compression size of Debreach was up to
about six times larger than that of the original zlib [13] in the worst case.

In this paper, we present a highly efficient CSCA mitigation system called “Mutexion”
(Mutually exclusive compression) which allows us to fully take advantage of compression over
an entire web page, including secret data. Given a web page, Mutexion separates it into three types
of data: secret data, user input data, and all the remaining data. Here, user input data refers to the
data that is reflected from an HTTP request received from a user into the web page generated
by a server as a response to the request. In attack scenarios, however, user input data can be un-
der the control of an attacker, and consequently, the attacker can embed a carefully chosen guess
string as a part of user input data into a web page where a target secret is also contained. The at-
tacker then misleads the server into transmitting the compressed and encrypted form of the web
page. Due to the operational principle of dictionary-based compression, when the attacker’s guess
is correct, the transmitted data size is always smaller than when it is incorrect, and this allows
the attacker to infer which guess was correct by comparing the sizes of transmitted data. To deal
with this attack, Mutexion never allows any match between secret data and user input data in-
side the same web page but fully allows all the other matches to improve compression efficiency.
With this strategy, Mutexion significantly improves compression efficiency compared to Debreach
while simultaneously providing the security against CSCA (see Section 7.4); we observed from the
experiment results that the compression size of Debreach was on average three times larger than
that of Mutexion.

It is required for Mutexion that secret data and user input data within a web page should be
annotated, so that the compressor of Mutexion can identify them during the compression process
for the web page. It is also desirable for practical deployment of Mutexion that the annotation
operation should be automated. For the automated annotation of secret data, Mutexion uses the
static taint analysis, the same as Debreach, which instruments web applications by inserting an
annotation marker at each point where secret data is printed during the web page generation. For
the automated annotation of user input data that Debreach does not consider, Mutexion addition-
ally annotates user input data and traces them. After instrumenting a web application using the
taint analyzer, Mutexion injects a user input data annotator to the web application, identifying and
annotating any reflections of user input data in the generated web page. As a result, annotation
markers are automatically inserted around secret strings and user input strings, respectively, dur-
ing the generation of a web page. Therefore, the compressor of Mutexion can eventually recognize
each secret string and user input string during the compression process of the web page.

We developed Mutexion and evaluated it in terms of both security and compression efficiency.
To test live web pages, we implemented Mutexion as a fully working CSCA mitigation tool, start-
ing from the code analysis and instrumentation of web applications through compression then
encryption of a web page generated by the instrumented web application. The experiment results
in real-world web applications showed that Mutexion effectively prevents CSCA. Also, Mutexion
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Fig. 1. LZ77 compression algorithm.

achieved almost the same compression ratio as zlib (corresponding to the optimal compression ra-
tio) with a slight increase (0.032 milliseconds (7.9%) on average) in execution time (see Section 7.4),
while even preserving the security against CSCA. The contributions of our paper are summarized
as follows.

• We developed a novel CSCA mitigation method called Mutexion that is compatible with the
standard DEFLATE compression algorithm (see Section 4). To develop a secure and efficient
compression algorithm, which is the core of Mutexion, we designed a generalized model
that allows us to flexibly define various matching policies between the three types (i.e., se-
cret, user input, and all the rest) of data composing a web page according to the security
and compression performance requirements. We derived the optimal matching policy model
for Mutexion in terms of both security and compression performance from the generalized
model;
• We implemented a fully working system to test live web pages and evaluated its perfor-

mance with respect to security and compression efficiency (see Section 7). The source code
is available on GitHub (https://github.com/shyun865/mutexion); and
• We conducted experiments using real-world web applications to demonstrate the efficiency

and security of Mutexion under various conditions (see Section 7).

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Lempel-Ziv Compression Algorithm

This section explains the Lempel-Ziv 1977 (LZ77) compression algorithm [30], which is an es-
sential component of DEFLATE [4] compression scheme most widely used in web servers. LZ77 is
a dictionary-based compression algorithm that compresses input data by replacing any repeated
string with a reference to the earlier occurrence of the longest match string within the input data.
Unfortunately, this operational principle of the LZ77 compression algorithm opens a possibility of
a new vulnerability type called CSCA [5, 21].

For the sake of the presentation, we assume that input[] = “aacbdfgaacbde” is given to the LZ77
compressor. Figure 1 illustrates how the LZ77 compression algorithm compresses the given data
(i.e., input[]). The LZ77 compression algorithm sequentially inspects each input byte denoted as
input[i], starting from i = 0 to i = input .lenдth − 1. All the substrings already inspected prior
to input[i] collectively constitutes a dictionary, and the LZ77 compressor searches the dictionary
for the longest match with a given string starting from input[i] currently being compressed. After
finding the longest match with the given string from the dictionary, the LZ77 compressor replaces
the given string starting from input[i] with a reference to the longest match found, and the refer-
ence is denoted as <offset from i , length> tuple. When i = 7 as shown in Figure 1, for example, the
compressor will find input[0 ∼ 4] = “aacbd” from the dictionary which is the longest match with
input[7 ∼ 11] currently being compressed. Finally, the compressor outputs “aacbdfg<7,5>e” as the
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Table 1. Example of CSCA

Input Output

g0 “... passwd: qwerty123 ... “... passwd: qwerty123 ...
input=passwd: qwerty0 ...” input=<24,14>0 ...”

g1 “... passwd: qwerty123 ... “... passwd: qwerty123 ...
input=passwd: qwerty1 ...” input=<24,15> ...”

· · · · · · · · ·
g9 “... passwd: qwerty123 ... “... passwd: qwerty123 ...

input=passwd: qwerty9 ...” input=<24,14>9 ...”

compression result by replacing input[7 ∼ 11] with tuple <7,5>; the first ‘7’ represents the relative
location of the longest match string from the current location (i = 7) and the second ‘5’ represents
the match length to be referenced.

2.2 Compression Side-Channel Attack (CSCA)

In this section, we explain the fundamentals of compression side-channel attacks (CSCA). Table 1
shows part of example web pages (“Input” column) and their corresponding outputs (“Output”
column) compressed by the LZ77 algorithm to demonstrate how CSCA works. In these example
web pages, the “passwd” field represents a secret string whose confidentiality must be protected,
while the “input” field represents a user input string where an attacker-chosen guess string may
potentially be placed under CSCA.

The only difference among the example web pages in Table 1 is the 15th character of the strings
in the “input” fields. Note that the case of g1 corresponds to the correct guess against the target
secret (e.g., password), while all the other cases (g0, g2, . . . , g9) correspond to incorrect guesses.
Due to the operational principle of the LZ77 algorithm, the compressed output in g1 is smaller by
one byte/character than the compressed outputs in all the other cases. Therefore, by comparing
the sizes of the compressed outputs, the attacker can identify which guess was correct, g1 in this
example of Table 1.

The attacker performs a brute force guessing attack by trying all possible alphabetic symbols
at each character position of the target secret string and compares the size of the compressed
output for each guess of the current character position. As demonstrated in Table 1, the size of the
compressed output by the LZ77 algorithm leaks the amount of redundancy between the attacker-
chosen guess string (in the “input” field) and its target secret (in the “passwd” field), and the attacker
can eventually infer the entire target secret by exploiting this side-channel leak.

3 SECURITY MODEL

In this section, we discuss our assumptions imposed on web service systems and CSCA against
those systems. We assume a web service environment where a user (client) requests web content
(e.g., HTML pages) to a server. The server then populates a web page based on the user’s request,
subsequently responding to the user with the compressed and encrypted web page via HTTPS.
Naturally, the size of the transmitted data depends on the size of the compressed web page [5].

We assume that the web page contains arbitrary types of sensitive data whose confidential-
ity must be ensured for the user’s privacy. We collectively refer to these types of data inside
the web page as secret data. In this environment, the goal of CSCA is to successfully identify
some of the secret data inside the web page transmitted to the victim user through HTTPS with-
out the capability of decrypting it. For CSCA, attackers should be able to trigger a request to
the target website on behalf of the victim user. This can be done by luring the victim into the
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Fig. 2. Workflow of Mutexion.

attacker-controlled malicious website. Once the victim visits the attacker’s website, the attacker
can misuse the victim’s web browser (configured with a valid cookie given by the target web server
to the victim) to send a request message crafted with a malicious string to guess the target secret
in the web page on behalf of the victim [5, 17], generally known as Cross-Site Request Forgery
(CSRF) [28].

It is common in practice that user-selected data is piggybacked on an HTTP request to the server
and then reflected into the response web page generated by the server. This type of data reflected
from the HTTP request to the response web page is commonly referred to as user input data. The
attacker can exploit this user input data in such a way that she piggybacks her guess string against
a target secret on an HTTP request to the server and eventually lets the guess string be embedded
as user input data into the server-generated web page where the target secret is also contained. In
consequence, compressing the web page incurs side-channel leaks that allow the attacker to infer
the target secret data. To the best of our knowledge, this attack model of exploiting user input data
is commonly assumed in the existing literature (e.g., [3, 5, 17–19, 21]) as well as this study.

4 OVERVIEW OF Mutexion

In this section, we overview the workflow of Mutexion, which is shown in Figure 2. For the sake of
the presentation, we will use the following notations hereafter. M denotes a web page generated
by a server as a response to the user’s request. We assume that M is transmitted to the user after
being compressed and encrypted. Based on the discussion in Section 3, we categorize the data
inside M into the following three types:

• Secret data (denoted as S): Secret data is arbitrary types of data critical to the user’s privacy
and, thus, whose confidentiality must be ensured.
• User input data (denoted as X ): User input data is the data included in a user’s request mes-

sage to be delivered to the server and reflected into the web page generated by the server.
An attacker can embed a chosen guess string as a part of user input data into M .
• All the others (denoted as O): The rest of the web page that is neither secret data nor user

input data. This data usually refers to the static part of the web page, which does not change
over different requests.

S andX further consist of a set of secret strings denoted as si and a set of user input strings denoted
as x j , respectively. Let дattack denote a guess string chosen by an attacker to guess a particular si

of interest via CSCA. Notice that in our attack model дattack corresponds to one of x j s in M .
Mutexion requires that each si and x j inside M is identifiable before the compression process

of M . To meet this requirement, Mutexion annotates each si by using static taint analysis and also
annotates each x j by detecting any reflections of user input strings during the generation of M .

Debreach [17] provides a technique based on static taint analysis and instrumentation of a web
application for annotating S but does not take into account annotating X . To fill this gap, we build
a system that can additionally support the automated annotation ofX in addition to S . Given a web
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Table 2. Matching Policy Models for Compression

(a) Generalized model (b) DEFLATE (c) Debreach (d) Mutexion
O S X

O aoo aos aox

S aso ass asx

X axo axs axx

O S X
O 1 1 1

S 1 1 1

X 1 1 1

O S X
O 1 0 1

S 0 0 0

X 1 0 1

O S X
O 1 1 1

S 1 1 0

X 1 0 1

ar c = 0 or 1, 0: disallow, 1: allow.

S : secret data, X : user input data, O : all the others.

application, the taint analyzer from Debreach first instruments the web application by inserting
annotation codes at each identified code location in the web application where it prints si to M .
Then, Mutexion injects the user input data annotator into the web application. In our experiment,
the user input data annotator is written in PHP because we considered PHP web applications. Once
the web page with annotated secrets is generated, the user input data annotator injected in the web
application subsequently identifies and annotates any reflections of user input strings. Eventually,
by referring to these annotations, the compressor of Mutexion recognizes each si and x j during
the compression process of M .

After generating M with annotated S and X , the web server (e.g., Apache) calls the compressor
of Mutexion to compress M . The most critical part of Mutexion is a novel compression algorithm
that not only ensures the security against CSCA but also achieves improved compression
performance. For this, we first designed a generalized model which allows us to flexibly define
various policies to describe the possibility of matching the common subsequences between the
three types (i.e., S , X , and O) of data composing M during the compression process. Table 2(a)
shows the generalized model where the column indicates the type of the string to be compressed
and the row indicates the type of the string to be matched with the column. Depending on the
configuration of each arc in this model, we can either allow (arc = 1) or disallow (arc = 0)
matches between the column type and the row type during the compression process. Conse-
quently, this generalized model allows us to flexibly configure each arc according to the security
and compression performance requirements.

Based on the generalized model, we derived the optimal matching policy model for Mutexion
(see Table 2(d)) to not only deal with the attack model assumed in Section 3 but also maximize the
compression efficiency. For mitigating CSCA, it is critical to prevent the size of the compressed
M from leaking the amount of redundancy between S and дattack potentially contained together
in M to make it hard to guess S for an attacker. As we discussed in Section 3, an attacker chosen
дattack can be embedded among X inside M . To prevent side-channel leaks of secret data in this
attack model, therefore, our design principle is to disallow any matches between S and X . Thus,
we set asx and axs to 0 as shown in Table 2(d). Except only for them, we can fully take advantage
of all the other matches to maximize the benefits of compression while still guaranteeing security
against the attack model. Thus, we set all the other entries in Table 2(d) to 1.

For comparison, we also present the matching policy models for DEFLATE (Table 2(b)) and De-
breach (Table 2(c)), which are also specific policy models that can be derived from our generalized
model. As there is no data type awareness in the standard DEFLATE algorithm, all the entries in
Table 2(b) are set to be 1. On the other hand, as shown in Table 2(c), Debreach does not allow any
matches between S and any types of data during the compression process for the security against
CSCA. Unlike Debreach, Mutexion additionally allows matches between S and S/O (marked in
red in Table 2(d)) to regain the benefits of those matches. Consequently, Mutexion achieves better
compression performance than Debreach while still preventing side-channel leaks of secret data.
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ALGORITHM 1: Compression algorithm for Mutexion

Input : input[] is a sequence of bytes to be compressed. nextSecret[i] and

nextUserInput[i] contain the offsets from input[i] to the first byte of the next

secret string and the next user input string, respectively.

Output :output[] is the compression result of input[].
1 output = dict = ∅; i = 0

2 while (input .lenдth − i ) ≥ minMatch do

3 bestLen = bestDist = 0

4 {list of match locations} = dict[input[i ∼ (i +minMatch − 1)]]

5 foreachmatchLoc ∈ {list of match locations} do

6 if nextUserInput[i] == 0 then /* The type of input[i] is tX (user input) */
7 maxLen =min(nextSecret[i],nextSecret[matchLoc])

8 else

9 maxLen =min(nextUserInput[i],nextUserInput[matchLoc])

10 if maxLen < minMatch then

11 continue

12 matchLen = 0

13 while (matchLoc +matchLen) ≤ i and

input[i +matchLen] == input[matchLoc +matchLen] do

14 matchLen += 1

15 len =min(maxLen,matchLen)

16 if len > bestLen then

17 bestLen = len

18 bestDist = i −matchLoc

19 if bestLen ≥ minMatch then

20 output +=< bestDist ,bestLen >

21 foreach j ∈ {i ∼ (i + bestLen − 1)} do

22 dict[input[j ∼ (j +minMatch − 1)]] += {j}
23 i += bestLen

24 else

25 output += input[i]

26 dict[input[i ∼ (i +minMatch − 1)]] += {i}
27 i += 1

28 output += input[i ∼ (input .lenдth − 1)]

29 return output

5 PROPOSED COMPRESSION ALGORITHM

This section presents our compression algorithm for the Mutexion compressor. Algorithm 1
shows the pseudocode of the compression algorithm. The algorithm is initially given with three
inputs: input[], which is a web page (a sequence of bytes in general) to be compressed, and
nextSecret[] and nextUserInput[], which contain the distances from each byte within input[] to
the first byte of the next secret string and the next user input string, respectively. nextSecret[i] (or
nextUserInput[i]) represents the offset from input[i] to the first byte of the next secret (or user in-
put) string placed after input[i]. nextSecret[i] = 0 indicates that input[i] is a secret byte. Similarly,
nextUserInput[i] = 0 indicates that input[i] is a user input byte. For the sake of the presentation,
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Fig. 3. Types of bytes that can be contained in a current string and a match string depending on the type of

input[i].

we denote the type of input[i] as either tS , tX or tO , depending on whether input[i] belongs to se-
cret data, user input data, or all the rest of the given web page, respectively. The algorithm finally
returns the compressed form of input[], which is denoted as output[].

The algorithm inspects every byte of input[] in a sequential order, starting from input[0] through
input[input .lenдth − 1]. In each iteration, the algorithm tries to compress the string starting from
input[i] by finding the longest match string among input[0 ∼ i − 1] appeared earlier. We will
hereafter refer to the string starting from input[i], which is being inspected for compression, as
current string, and a previously seen string starting from input[matchLoc] (matchLoc < i), which
is being compared with the current string to find the longest match, as match string.

Like the original zlib [13], we enforce a minimum match length (minMatch in Algorithm 1) to
allow a current string to refer to the longest match string found only when the match length is at
leastminMatch. For mitigating CSCA, it is critical to determine whether or not to allow the match
between a given byte in the current string and the corresponding byte in the match string accord-
ing to the matching policy model of Mutexion shown in Table 2(d), to prevent tS bytes from being
referred from the data controlled by attackers and vice versa. To precisely enforce the matching
policy model of Mutexion, we need to repeatedly compare the types of each byte in the current
string and the corresponding byte in the match string. However, during this study, we found that
repeatedly checking the types of each pair of corresponding bytes in the current string and the
match string significantly increases computational cost. To avoid such computational cost increase,
instead of the repeated type checking per byte, we take an approach of referring to nextSecret[]
and nextUserInput[] to ensure that the current string and the match string never contain any
bytes of types that are not allowed by the matching policy model in Table 2(d).

Figure 3 illustrates the types of bytes that Mutexion allows to be contained in the current string
and the match string, depending on the type of input[i] which is the first byte of the current string.
When the type of input[i] is tX (i.e., nextUserInput[i] = 0), we never allow both the current string
and the match string to be extended with any bytes of tS . In other words, the current string and the
match string can only contain bytes of tX and tO in this case (see Figure 3(a)), and consequently,
we can eliminate the risk that any tS byte in the current string is matched with any tX byte in the
match string and vice versa. For the other cases where the type of input[i] is either tS or tO (i.e.,
nextUserInput[i] � 0), we never allow both the current string and the match string to contain
any bytes of tX . Figure 3(b) and 3(c) correspond to the cases where the type of input[i] is tS and
tO , respectively. As illustrated in these figures, the current string and the match string can only
contain bytes of tS and tO in these cases, and consequently, this strategy also eliminates the risk
that any tS byte in the current string is matched with any tX byte in the match string and vice versa.
Eventually, this approach eliminates the risk that the size of a compressed web page reveals the
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amount of redundancy between дattack embedded as user input data and its target secret within
the same web page. Moreover, unlike Debreach, this approach allows us to take advantage of
compression even for secret data by leveraging the common subsequences between tS bytes and
tS bytes and also between tS bytes and tO bytes.

In Algorithm 1, we initially check if the number of the remaining unprocessed bytes in input[]
is greater than or equal to minMatch (line 2) for each i . Only in such cases, we proceed into the
match searching procedure (lines 3–18). Otherwise, the algorithm is terminated after outputting
all the remaining input bytes to output[] (line 28).

At the beginning of the match searching procedure (line 4), we first search the dictionary (con-
sisting of all the previously seen strings of minMatch long) for matches with the current string,
i.e., input[i ∼ (i +minMatch − 1)]. For each found match location (matchLoc at line 5), we ini-
tially set the maximum match length (maxLen at line 7 and 9) to be allowed between the current
string and the match string, respectively, starting from input[i] and input[matchLoc] by referring
tonextSecret[] andnextUserInput[]. If the type of input[i] is tX (line 6), we setmaxLen to the mini-
mum ofnextSecret[i] andnextSecret[matchLoc] (line 7). As shown in Figure 3(a), this ensures that
both the current string and the match string only contain bytes of tX and tO , not tS . Otherwise, if
the type of input[i] is either tS or tO (line 8), we setmaxLen to the minimum of nextUserInput[i]
and nextUserInput[matchLoc] (line 9). As shown in Figure 3(b) and 3(c), this ensures that both
the current string and the match string only contain bytes of tS and tO , not tX . Eventually, this
approach ensures that any tS and tX bytes are never matched with each other during the compres-
sion process. OncemaxLen for thismatchLoc is set, we check ifmaxLen is less thanminMatch; if
so, we skip thismatchLoc and repeat the match searching process for the next candidatematchLoc .
At lines 13 and 14, we try to find the longest match between the current string and the match
string. However, even if the longest match length we found for thismatchLoc is overmaxLen, we
only take at mostmaxLen matching bytes (line 15) to prevent side-channel leaks of secret data.

The dictionary referenced for compression is updated at lines 21–22 and 26. These lines of codes
eventually add every possible sub-string ofminMatch long over input[] to the dictionary.

6 ANNOTATING SECRET AND USER INPUT DATA

In Mutexion, secret data and user input data should first be identified and annotated before
running the compression algorithm described in Section 5. Figure 2 shows the overall workflow of
Mutexion for automated annotation of secret data and user input data on a web page. Given a web
application (written in PHP), it is first instrumented by the taint analyzer (denoted as S1 in Figure 2)
so that the instrumented web application will be able to automatically annotate any secret strings
during the generation of a web page. Specifically, the taint analyzer defines a set of sensitive APIs
that retrieve secret data (e.g., get_addressbook_entries() in the addressbook application) and
identifies code locations where the secret data retrieved by such APIs is finally printed into a web
page. For each identified code location, the taint analyzer inserts codes to add special annotation
markers around the secret data (e.g., ‘‘MTXSCR{‘‘ . $name . ’’}MTXSCR’’ where MTXSCR rep-
resents the annotation marker for secret). Then, as shown in S2 in Figure 2, Mutexion additionally
instruments the web application with the user input data annotator, which inserts annotation
markers around the user input data reflected in a web page. Once a web page with annotated
secrets has been generated, the user input data annotator will be triggered to further identify and
annotate any reflections of user input strings within the generated web page (e.g., ‘‘MTXUIN{‘‘ .
$param . ’’}MTXUIN’’ where MTXUIN represents the annotation marker for user input strings).

To obtain user input data included in the user’s request, we utilized special global variables in
PHP. In PHP web applications, there are several predefined global variables called superglobals [6]
such as $_GET, $_REQUEST, $_POST and $_SERVER where request parameters and session related
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information of the request are stored. Hence, the values from these superglobals can be considered
as user input data. Specifically, we considered the values of the following superglobals.

• $_REQUEST: All the parameters from $_GET and $_POST.
• $_SERVER[’QUERY_STRING’]: The query string part of the request URL.

To identify user input strings in a web page, the user input data annotator of Mutexion finds
any reflections of these global variables’ values in the generated web page. Specifically, the user
input data annotator searches the given web page for exact matches with the user input strings
in the global variables mentioned above. In addition to exact matches, we also considered the
sanitized version of user input data (e.g., htmlspecialchars) since it is a common practice to
sanitize user input data before including them in the response web page to prevent cross-site
scripting [14]. For each match found, a special annotation marker is inserted to represent it as user
input data. To minimize false-positive cases, we only take matches longer than a threshold. In our
implementation, we set the threshold to 3 because the compressor can only consider user input
strings with a length of 3 or more during the compression process.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Implementation

We implemented our proprietary Mutexion compressor based on zlib 1.2.11 [13], which is the
de-facto standard library for the DEFLATE compression algorithm used by most of the web server
programs. Our compressor is compatible with the standard DEFLATE compression algorithm. The
source code is available on GitHub (https://github.com/shyun865/mutexion).

7.2 Experimental Setup

To evaluate the performance of Mutexion in terms of compression efficiency and resistance to
CSCA, we use the five web applications that were also used in the evaluation of Debreach. We
provide brief descriptions of those applications as follows.

• Squirrelmail [24] and NOCC [16]: These are webmail applications to allow users to retrieve
their email messages from servers. Thus, any information included in emails such as the
email addresses of senders and recipients, subjects, and email bodies must be protected from
CSCA in these applications.
• Addressbook [1] and iAddressbook [7]: These are addressbook applications to allow users to

manage and retrieve the contact information of their friends from web servers. The contact
information retrieved in these applications includes friends’ names, phone numbers, emails,
etc., and these must be protected from CSCA.
• Adminer [2]: This is a web application for database administration to allow users to manage

and retrieve data stored in databases from web servers. This application can be generally
used to manage any kind of data, including sensitive data (e.g., database of company em-
ployees) that must be protected from CSCA.

To see how much secret data is contained in real-world web pages, we analyzed the secret
data size of 25 web pages generated by the five web applications. Figure 4 shows the cumulative
distribution of 25 web pages according to their secret data size. The secret data size of the top 10%
and 20% of the web pages was over 10KB and 5KB, respectively. The maximum and minimum of
all the web pages’ secret data sizes were 154.3KB and 0KB, respectively. We selected nine out of 25
web pages according to their secret data size for the experiments. Table 3 shows the selected web
pages, their total size, secret data size, and secret data ratio.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of 25 web pages in terms of secret data size.

Table 3. Properties of 9 Web Pages used in Experiments

App ID Page
Total Secret Secret
size size ratio

Addressbook P1 edit contact 13.2KB 0.2KB 0.02

Adminer
P2 SELECT data 82.2KB 47.5KB 0.58
P3 insert data 8.8KB 0.1KB 0.02

iAddressbook
P4 contact 27.8KB 1.3KB 0.05
P5 edit contact 52.5KB 0.9KB 0.02

NOCC
P6 view email 100.8KB 88KB 0.87
P7 view inbox 52.9KB 8.5KB 0.16

Squirrelmail
P8 view email 30.1KB 25KB 0.83
P9 view inbox 24.9KB 9.5KB 0.38

Our experiments were conducted on a computer equipped with an Intel Core i5-9600KF
(3.70GHz) CPU and 32GB RAM, running 64-bit Ubuntu 20.04 LTS.

7.3 User Input Data Annotation Results

To verify the user input data annotator’s validity, we manually visited the nine web pages in the test
set and recorded the HTTP request messages and corresponding responses (i.e., web pages) from
the instrumented web applications. We examined whether the annotator accurately annotated
reflected user input strings on web pages. Table 4 shows the results. Total annots represents the
total number of annotated user input strings for each web page, Unique annots represents the
number of unique string values among all the annotated user input strings, and # Req params
represents the number of request parameters included in the request message. Found and Missed
represent the numbers of request parameters found and missed by the annotator, respectively. Not
reflected represents the number of request parameters that have not been reflected in the response
web page among all the request parameters involved. We note that the following equation holds:
# Req params = Found + Missed + Not reflected.

For evaluation, we count how many reflected parameters are successfully annotated by the an-
notator as Found. As shown in Table 4, our annotator successfully found all the reflected user
input strings in the nine web pages used in the experiments. We manually verified these results’
correctness with the web pages (i.e., P8 and P9) generated by Squirrelmail.
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Table 4. Result of User Input Data Annotation

ID
Total Unique # Req

Found Missed
Not

annots annots params reflected

P1 0 0 1 0 0 1

P2 78 3 3 2 0 1
P3 65 3 4 3 0 1

P4 8 2 1 1 0 0
P5 8 2 1 1 0 0

P6 80 1 1 1 0 0
P7 30 3 4 3 0 1

P8 0 0 0 0 0 0
P9 18 2 3 1 0 2

Fig. 5. Compression ratio of zlib, Mutexion and Debreach.

We note that the string associated with one request parameter in P3 was annotated as both secret
and user input data. In such a case, we believe that it should be regarded as user input data rather
than secret data according to the security by default principle.

7.4 Compression Efficiency Results

Compression ratio: This section presents the evaluation results on the compression ratio de-

fined as
compr essed size

or iдinal size
; a lower compression ratio represents better compression performance.

The compression ratio is a critical factor that affects web servers’ network performance, such as
network latency and throughput. For performance comparison, we compress each of the nine web
pages shown in Table 3 using zlib, Mutexion, and Debreach, respectively. We note that the com-
pression ratio of zlib corresponds to the theoretically best performance that Mutexion can possibly
reach. For the experiments of Debreach, we used the implementation provided by the authors of
Debreach.

Figure 5 shows the comparison between the compression ratios of the three schemes. The y-axis
shows the compression ratio, and the x-axis shows the web page ID. Overall, Mutexion achieved
almost the same compression ratios as zlib in every web page case while simultaneously providing
security against CSCA. The experiment results also confirm that Mutexion can significantly im-
prove the compression ratio compared to Debreach. For all the nine web pages, the compression
ratios of Debreach were about three times higher than those of Mutexion on average. In addi-
tion, as the secret ratio of a web page increases, the amount of compression ratio improvement by
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Table 5. Compression Ratio of zlib, Mutexion and Debreach for the SELECT Data

Page of adminer App with Varying Secret Ratio

ID
Total Secret Secret Compression ratio
size size ratio zlib Mutexion Debreach

P2−1 13.39KB 0.27KB 0.02 0.2386 0.2386 0.2507

P2−2 15.68KB 1.07KB 0.07 0.2110 0.2111 0.2562

P2−3 18.50KB 2.91KB 0.16 0.1985 0.1992 0.3085

P2−4 21.09KB 4.75KB 0.23 0.1819 0.1824 0.3400

P2−5 37.92KB 16.68KB 0.44 0.1245 0.1248 0.4324

P2−6 53.46KB 27.70KB 0.52 0.1063 0.1065 0.4722

P2−7 71.59KB 40.55KB 0.57 0.0907 0.0909 0.4886

P2−8 82.29KB 47.54KB 0.58 0.0872 0.0874 0.4899

Mutexion compared to Debreach tends to increase. Especially, for web pages (e.g., P2, P6, P7, P8,
and P9) whose secret ratios are over 0.1, the compression ratios of Debreach were two to 6.4 times
higher than those of Mutexion. For the other web pages (e.g., P1, P3, P4, and P5) with a small secret
ratio (0.02 or 0.05), the compression ratios of Mutexion were still better than those of Debreach, but
the extent of the improvement was not clear. This is because, for web pages with a small amount
of secret data, the benefits of compressing the secret data in Mutexion are limited.

To further analyze the impact of the secret data size contained in a web page on the compres-
sion ratio of each scheme, we performed additional experiments to observe the tendency of the
compression ratio of each scheme for a particular web page (i.e., the SELECT data page of adminer
app corresponding to P2 in Table 3) while gradually increasing the size of the secret data inside
from 0.27KB to 47.54KB. Table 5 shows the experiment results. As the secret data ratio increases,
the compression ratio of Debreach deteriorates, whereas the compression ratio of Mutexion and
zlib, which both perform compression over secret data, improves. Consequently, the performance
gap in the compression ratio between Debreach and Mutexion tends to grow as the secret ratio
increases. For example, when the secret ratio is 0.02 (i.e., P2−1), the compression ratio of Debreach
was 5% higher (worse) than Mutexion. However, for P2−3 and P2−4 whose respective secret ratios
are 0.16 and 0.23, the gap in the compression ratio between Debreach and Mutexion became much
larger, 21% and 55%, respectively.

Benefit of compression ratio improvement: To see the benefits of the compression ratio im-
provement of Mutexion on the network communication overhead, we analyzed and compared the
number of packets required to transmit each of the web pages compressed by Mutexion, Debreach,
and zlib. We assume that the HTTP header size is 700 bytes, which is the typical length of HTTP
headers [11]. The maximum size of each packet is limited by MTU (Maximum Transmission
Unit), and the typical size of MTU is 1500 bytes [12]. The TCP and IP headers typically occupy 40
bytes of the MTU size [12]. Thus, we assume that the maximum amount of application-layer data
that can be placed in each packet is 1460 bytes. Then we can estimate the number of packets to be

transmitted for a given compressed web page with � |HTTP header |+|Compressed webpage|
|MT U |− |TCP/IP headers | �.

As shown in Figure 6, we confirmed the results similar to the experiment results on compression
ratio (Figure 5). For the web pages (e.g., P2, P6, P7, P8, and P9) whose secret ratios are over 0.1, the
number of packets required for Debreach was 1.8 to 5.9 times larger than Mutexion. For the other
web pages with a small secret ratio, the number of packets required for Debreach was equal to (P1,
P3, and P5) or slightly higher (P4) than the number of packets required for Mutexion.
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Fig. 6. Number of packets required to transmit zlib-compressed, Mutexion-compressed, and Debreach-

compressed web pages.

7.5 Execution Time Results

As shown in Figure 2, the workflow of Mutexion consists of four steps: (S1) Taint analysis of a web
application; (S2) Injecting the user input data annotator into the web application; (S3) Generating
a web page by the instrumented web application upon receiving an HTTP request; and (S4) Com-
pressing the generated web page. Among them, S1 and S2 (shown above the orange dashed-dotted
horizontal line in Figure 2) are performed offline before the web server starts its service applica-
tions. Thus, they do not incur any online delay experienced by users. Also, the cost of S1 and S2
is a single time cost required only once for each web application. Finally, the same process of S1
is also required in Debreach.

On the other hand, S3 and S4 (shown below the orange dashed-dotted horizontal line in Figure 2)
are server-side operations that are repeatedly performed every time an HTTP request is received
from a user. Moreover, S3 and S4 are executed in the middle of the process from receiving a user’s
request until transmitting the response web page. Thus, they directly incur delays experienced by
the user. In this sense, S3 and S4 are critical parts in terms of service delay users will experience.
Therefore, we focus on analyzing the execution time overhead of S3 and S4 in this section.

7.5.1 Execution Time of PHP Code. We evaluate the overhead of the PHP code instrumented
by Mutexion to enable annotation of both secret and user input data. For the nine web pages in
Table 3, we measured the execution time of Mutexion-instrumented PHP code. For performance
comparison, we also ran the same experiments with the Debreach-instrumented PHP code for
secret data annotation and the original PHP code with no instrumentation. For each test case, we
measured the execution time 100 times and took the average. Table 6 shows the results in seconds.

As shown in Table 6, the execution time overhead of Mutexion-instrumented PHP codes is
negligible. Compared to Debreach-instrumented PHP codes, the execution time of Mutexion-
instrumented PHP codes was increased by 0.6% on average for the nine web pages. Compared to the
original PHP codes which are vulnerable to CSCA, the execution time of Mutexion-instrumented
PHP codes was increased by 1.2% on average. This is because the delay caused by network or
database accesses in PHP dominates the execution time of PHP codes, and the instrumentation
overhead of Mutexion is small.
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Table 6. Execution Time in Seconds of Original, Mutexion-Instrumented,

and Debreach-Instrumented PHP Codes

ID
Original Mutexion Debreach

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

P1 0.04728 0.00184 0.04826 0.00264 0.04725 0.00160

P2 0.94468 0.01050 0.97947 0.00645 0.94230 0.01029

P3 0.00900 0.00081 0.00907 0.00046 0.00894 0.00107

P4 0.05254 0.00219 0.05339 0.00253 0.05314 0.00274

P5 0.05375 0.00234 0.05444 0.00175 0.05419 0.00254

P6 3.40317 0.32470 3.42733 0.11085 3.43058 0.16306

P7 16.12753 0.24193 16.30032 0.22122 16.20370 0.27111

P8 1.72963 0.04769 1.72990 0.07639 1.75751 0.07762

P9 2.86128 0.06939 2.84174 0.09968 2.88667 0.09662

Table 7. Compression Time in Milliseconds of zlib,

Mutexion, and Debreach

ID
zlib Mutexion Debreach

Avg Std Avg Std Avg Std

P1 0.160 0.005 0.167 0.005 0.191 0.006

P2 0.580 0.010 0.631 0.010 0.718 0.011

P3 0.085 0.003 0.089 0.003 0.102 0.003

P4 0.308 0.007 0.334 0.008 0.358 0.008

P5 0.516 0.011 0.570 0.010 0.609 0.010

P6 0.865 0.009 0.941 0.010 0.810 0.012

P7 0.417 0.009 0.444 0.009 0.561 0.010

P8 0.215 0.006 0.229 0.006 0.235 0.006

P9 0.208 0.006 0.230 0.011 0.187 0.005

7.5.2 Compression Time. We compared the execution time of zlib, Mutexion, and Debreach,
respectively, for the nine web pages in Table 3. For each compression scheme and web page, we
ran the compression process 50,000 times and took the average and standard deviation. Table 7
shows the results in milliseconds (ms).

As shown in Table 7, the execution time of the three schemes equally tends to increase as the
total size of a web page increases. Compared to zlib, the execution time of Mutexion was increased
by 4.7% (0.005ms) at minimum, 10.5% (0.077ms) at maximum, and 7.9% (0.032ms) on average over all
the nine web pages. Compared to Debreach, for the seven web pages except P6 and P9, the execution
time of Mutexion was reduced by 2.6% (0.006ms) at minimum, 20.8% (0.117ms) at maximum, and
10.5% (0.044ms) on average. In the cases of P6 and P9, Debreach was faster than both Mutexion
and zlib, and the execution time of Mutexion was increased by 16.2% (0.131ms) in P6 and 22.7%
(0.042ms) in P9 compared to Debreach.

7.6 Security Results

This section presents the evaluation results of the security of Mutexion against CSCA described
in Section 3.
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Fig. 7. Side-channel leak measurements.

For compression efficiency, dictionary-based compression algorithms allow compression only
when given strings have an overlapping over a minimum match length (minMatch in Algorithm 1).
Therefore, the attacker should have prior knowledge of at least the firstminMatch−1 characters of
the target secret string for efficient guessing. In many cases, a secret string is appended to a fixed
prefix string, e.g., “passwd=qwerty123”, and the attacker can initiate her guessing process with this
prefix string. In this experiment, we assume that an attacker tries to identify a particular character
denoted as ci of the target secret string consisting in total of n characters by launching CSCA,
under the assumption that she already knows c0 · · · ci−1 (minMatch ≤ i < n), the first i characters
of the secret string.

Indeed, the more kinds of characters that the target secret string can contain, the larger number
of guessing trials the attacker should perform for each character position of the secret string. To
make a conservative assumption on this while still considering real-world secret strings, we as-
sume that the secret string consists of 26 lowercase alphabets: {a · · · z}. Let aj (0 ≤ j ≤ 25) denote
each alphabet letter in this set. For this experiment, we selected two sample web pages (P2 and P8)
of Adminer and Squirrelmail. For each web page and each ci , we generated 26 instances of the web
page, each of which is embedded with the attacker’s guess string of ci = aj .

Based on the attack model assumed in Section 3, we placed the attacker’s guess string of ci = aj

(0 ≤ j ≤ 25) among the user input data of each web page and performed the experiments to
see whether the attacker can successfully guess ci of the target secret string. In this experiment,
for each ci , we calculated the difference between the sizes of the compressed web page instances,
respectively, configured with each of the 25 incorrect guesses and the correct guess against ci :
(compression size for each incorrect guess) − (compression size for the correct guess). Then we took
the average over the calculated 25 differences. In Figure 7(a) and 7(b), the y-axis shows the average,
and the x-axis shows the target character position from c0 to cn−1. For comparison, we performed
the same experiments for both Mutexion and the original zlib, which is vulnerable to CSCA. Note
that the average difference over 1 implies the existence of side-channel leakage, whereas the aver-
age difference lower than 1 implies no existence of side-channel leakage. As shown in Figure 7(a)
and 7(b), zlib leaks side-channel information at many character positions, while Mutexion success-
fully prevents side-channel leaks at every target character position.

8 RELATED WORK

Several researchers investigated the threat of compression side channels that can potentially cause
unintentional leakage of sensitive information included even in compressed and encrypted net-
work traffic. Kelsey et al. [10] initially proposed the general concept of CSCA. Duong et al. [21]
then presented a practical attack called CRIME exploiting compression side channels, which allows
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unauthorized attackers to guess sensitive information within HTTP request messages compressed
and encrypted by TLS. The IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), a leading community of
Internet standardization, decided to cease the compression support at the TLS layer due to this
CRIME attack [22]. Unfortunately, despite this turn-off of compression at TLS, most web servers
still use compression at the HTTP layer when delivering their web content to users, making CSCA
still feasible against those web servers. Especially, Gluck et al. [5] proposed a new CSCA called
BREACH to identify sensitive information hidden inside compressed and encrypted web content
from web servers. Unlike the CRIME attack, BREACH focused on creating the compression side
channels from the web servers’ responses rather than clients’ request messages. Both BREACH and
CRIME attacks commonly require the attackers’ capability of measuring the size of compressed and
encrypted traffic by eavesdropping a target network connection. Vanhoef and Goethem [25, 26]
alleviated this requirement with a technique to infer the size of network traffic by measuring
the latency between sending an HTTP request to receiving the corresponding HTTP response.
Karakostas et al. [9] developed a generalized attack framework called Rupture to facilitate the
flexible execution of CSCA against web servers, and this framework also incorporates statistical
analysis against size randomizing countermeasures.

Several defense techniques have been developed to mitigate the risk of CSCA. Peon et al. [18]
proposed a novel compression scheme named HPACK to mitigate CSCA in HTTP/2, but this ap-
proach can only protect HTTP header fields, not the message body where arbitrary types of sen-
sitive data may also be contained. Pomfrey [19] proposed a countermeasure to CSCA by apply-
ing random masking of the secret data and randomizing the size of web pages. However, this
approach only considers the protection of token fields, not other types of sensitive data in web
pages. Alawatugoda et al. [3] proposed two countermeasures of separating secrets from the re-
maining portions of a web page and using a predefined dictionary for compression that has been
preselected regardless of a given web page. However, this approach does not protect arbitrary data
other than cookies and tokens in web pages.

Karakostas et al. [9] proposed an approach called CTX to mitigate CSCA by separating the data
within a web page into multiple disjoint sets according to who generated each set of data and ap-
plying a random permutation to each data set. In this way, CTX disables cross-references between
different data sets during the compression process, while still allowing references within the same
data set. However, CTX requires manual preprocessing of a web page for carefully separating the
data into disjoint sets, which makes its practical deployment infeasible. Also, the security of CTX
relies on this manual separation of web page data by a developer, which increases the chance of
either accidental or intentional security violations. Zieliński et al. [29] proposed a leakage-resilient
compression scheme named SafeDeflate that performs compression based on a predefined dictio-
nary of non-sensitive strings that can be compressed and a list of sensitive characters that should
never be compressed. However, as demonstrated in [17], the compression efficiency of SafeDeflate
is worse than Debreach. Furthermore, SafeDeflate also relies on careful manual configurations of
the predefined dictionary and the sensitive character list for its security and thus does not provide
leakage-free guarantee due to the possibility of misconfigurations.

The advantages of Mutexion over the existing techniques are threefold: First, Mutexion is able
to protect arbitrary types of sensitive data from CSCA with the automated annotation of secret
and user input data and the CSCA-resistant compression algorithm. Second, the entire workflow
of Mutexion can be automated with no human intervention, and this makes Mutexion superior to
the existing techniques (e.g., CTX [9] and SafeDeflate [29]) in terms of ease of practical deployment
and security. Third, Mutexion significantly improves compression efficiency over the existing tech-
niques by fully taking advantage of compression over entire web content, including secret data,
while simultaneously guaranteeing security against CSCA.
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9 CONCLUSION

We presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of Mutexion, a novel technique to miti-
gate CSCA against HTTPS communication. Unlike the existing mitigation techniques, Mutexion
allows us to fully take advantage of compression over an entire web page while mitigating side-
channel leakage under attacks. To support the compressor, Mutexion also provides automated an-
notation of both secret and user input data within web pages. The experiment results on real-world
web applications demonstrated that Mutexion always outperforms Debreach without compromis-
ing security against CSCA. Moreover, for web pages whose secret data ratios are over 10%, Mu-
texion outperforms Debreach two to 6.4 times in terms of compression ratio while still preserving
the security against CSCA.

The current implementations of the taint analyzer and the user input data annotator in Mutexion
only consider web applications written in PHP. However, other programming languages such as
Java [8] and Ruby [23] are also popularly used to develop web applications. As future work, we
plan to extend our taint analyzer and user input data annotator into a more comprehensive tool
to support web applications implemented in other programming languages.
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